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T.o Be First ·Reusc,ble $paceshi{J 
Shuttles Will Be· Ready by 1979 
By David Crain 
In Palmdale, Calif, the first 
flower of NASA's • $S.2S billion 
space shuttle program will come to 
bloom sometime in 1979. 
·NASA, the Rockwell and 
Lockheed engineers responsible for 
the project say·tliat' r~gular flights 
of the world's first· reusable space 
craft will be underway by the eatly-
.to-middle 1980s. The 122-foot-long. 
orbiter is about the size of a 
passenger DC9 but will weigh about 
twice as much. The craft will be 
launched piggyback on two giant time the launching engines and tank 
propulsion pods. are jettisoned. 
Production of the first of · a 
· proposed fleet of five shuttle crafts 
is proceeding about on schedule. 
The launching apparatus for the 
craft consists of two enormous 
launching vehicles and a 168-foot 
liquid propellant tank. The shuttle 
craft will ride piggyback on the 
apparatus until in orbit, at which 
I 
The five scheduled shuttle craft 
wiU have a number of applications, 
the most ambitious of which is used: 
in construction of orbiting space 
stations that should send orbiters 
such as SkylaJ:> to the showers. 
Buckley Says Ford Damaged 
By Eastern Europe Comrnent 
Once large space stations with 
permanent crews can be 
established, the first step toward 
large-scale · explorati')n and 
scientific settlement · on the moon 
will have been taken. There are 
some who suggest that the United 
States should have concentrated 
more on shuttle service and space-
station construction in the last two 
decades and less on putting "men 
on th~ moon." Watching Buzz 
Aldrin cavorting around the lunar 
surface may be great for national 
spirit, the argument goes, but it has 
little significance outside of the 
By Robert Grebe 
President Gerald Ford ':damaged himself in a spec-
tacular way'' by saying Eastern Europe is not under 
Soviet. domination during last week's debate with Jim-
my Carter, William F. Buckley Jr. said to a near" 
capacity crowd in Popejoy Hall Tuesday night. 
Buckley, a co'nservative spokesman, newspaper 
columnist and author, said he thought "it odd that 
Catter should se'ek to capitalize on Ford's remark" 
because of the isolationist platfprm of the Democratic 
party. . 
"The enslavement of the satellite states of Eastern 
Europe is guaranteed for all time," he said. "Carter 
isn't going to· be sending troops to Warsaw." 
Buckley warned ttJat the end of White minority rule 
in Rhodesia was not necessarily going to bring .ad-
ditional freedom. "I object to the notion that tyranny 
is defined only in racial terms," he said. 
He des~ribed Henry ·Kissinger as a "diplomatic 
technician'' and said that he has done well in some 
negotiations and not so well in others. "He has con-
fused the situation far mOre in the Middle East than 
anyone else in the htst 20 years," Buckley added. 
In reference to the CIA involvement in Chile, 
Buckley said he was in favor of extending "certain 
kinds of help" to movements that sought freedom 
from totalitarianism: He added, "We should not be 
William Buckley Lobo photo 
responsible for the freedom of Chileans or Germans 
or "anyone else. We should respe.ct the freeddm of 
others and be the custodian of our own.'' 
Buckley drew laughter and applause from .the 
audience after he said, "i discovered that.,Mr. Ford 
has a hablt of denying accusations, so if you ask him 
if he was President of the United States ... " 
Buckley str'essed the. need for understanding the 
relationship of human freedom and freedom of the 
world m~rketplace. He called for an "ongoing search 
for a new American revolution.'' ' 
,_ limited amount of scientific and 
engineering knowlec,lge the Apollo 
project accumul~ted:· 
Pilots and crews are being trained 
by NASA to man the shuttle fleet, 
'and women have been activ,ely 
recruited, largely thanks to pressure 
from upper echelons in government 
and the military. 
The three-level cabin depicted in 
NASA's artists' conceptions 
provides commQdious facilities for 
seven adults, including pilot and co-
pilot. 
The craft is designed to be used 
about 100 times without major 
overhaul. But, according to the 
pilots who have performed landing 
ptocedutes on flight simulators, no 
overhaul will be-necessary if any 
pilot error occurs in landings 
unassisted by. computer guidance. 
The craft can simply be hosed off 
the landing strip, because there is 
virtually no margin for error in 
maneuvering the weighty craft to its 
210 m.p.h. landing. 
Normally, tl).e pilot can sit back 
in shirt-sleeve comfort as a for-
midable computer guidance system 
lands the shuttle. 
If trouble develops and the pilots 
must land manually, the steep 
trajectory of descent, break-neck 
speed, lack of maneuverability and 
the fact that landing is made on a 
"dead stick," with engine off, 
means there is one chance only, and 
no mistakes. 
Issue Explores 
New Frontiers 
In Many Ways 
This issue of the Daily LOBO 
plans to go where no man has 
gone before (boldly, that is). 
With the visit of William Shat-
ner (aka Capt. James T. Kirk of 
the Starship Enterprise) the 
LOBO has attempted to fill the 
space with various interstellar 
articles on the formation of 
stars, telescopes in New Mexico, 
space g!irbage, sci·fi con-
ventions, a local rock 
group-the Planets, and other 
out-of-this-world topics. Read 
on with spurious intentions, 
dear readers, ·for· you are the-
real stars of this issue. 
I \ 
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Following 14 Deaths 
11 States Halt Flu Shots 
By United Press International 
·-~l(!)~l.LlJ). 
~LU~ 
o Federal health officials Wed-
-g ncsday said that 14 persons 
.-1 nationwide died within 48 hours of 
~ receiving swine flu inoculations in 
C\ the government's two-week-old 
massive immunization program 
which has been suspended by J1 
states to await test results. 
More than one lot of vaccine was turned out for flu shots on the 
involved in the deaths. But CDC openjng day of Santa Clara 
officials did not say which com- County's program. One woma~ 
panics besides Parke Davis & Co., was taken to a hospital, b11.t 
of Detroit, Mien.; manufactured physicians said she Qnly suffered 
tile serum. from "anxiety and fear." 
The White House announced "We thought we'd get a rash of 
By Unrted Press International · 
Syrians Open Second Front 
• 
BEIRUT, Lebanon-Syrian armor and infantry Wednesday 
o·pened a second front against Palestinian forces along the Damascus 
Highway, overrunning one key town and forcing cancellation of 
peace talks. One Palestinian guerrilla leader said Syria "plans to . 
finish us." 
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:;:: "There is no evidence that any of 
" these deaths were caused by the ~f vaccine," said Dr. J. Donald 
" Millar, director of the State Ser-
~· vices Bureau of the Center for 
~ Disease Control (CDC) in Atlanta. 
President Ford would receive his cans," said Greg Hobbins of a 
swine flu shot Thursday in Kansas City, Mo., clinic. "There's 
Washington, apparently to been nothing at all. There's been no 
drama! ize the safety of the , panic." / 
government's $135 million program Eddie Bourgeois, 74, was next in 
to protect Americans from a flu· line.at the Alburg, Vt., clinic when 
epe~emic. state officials·ordered it closed. ' 
Activity at• some swine flu im- · "If .they reinstate the injections, 
Ford Workers Return 
DETROIT-The first of 170,000 Ford Motor Co. workers began 
returning to their jobs today after narrowly approving a $1 billion-
plus three-year contract in 'the 28th day :>fthe nationwide strike again-munization centers ac~oss the ru go back," he said. . 
The average age of the victims nation dropped off Wednesday However, in Bar County, Fla., 
was 72.1 and all but one of them amid the reports of the deaths. I ,000 persons rec.eiyed inoculations 
had a previous history of heait In San Jose, Calif., an estimated Monday and ano(per 700 Tuesday 
st the no. 2 auto company. . 
The approval, which was announced late Tuesday, came on just a 
489-vote margin by skilled tradesmen who held a veto power over the 
agreement despite the fact that they account for just one of every 
. seven Ford jobs. 
disease, according to the CDC. 7,500 persons, mostly elderly, before the Pittsburgh deaths were 
______ :.__=------------------- publicized, but only a dozen 
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showed up by noon Wednesday. 
At the Food and ·Drug 
Administration's Bureau. of 
Biologics 'in· Betl)es~~·Mp., where 
all, flu vaccines ate' tested•.'licfore 
they go. on the market, 
microbiologists were testing to 
confirm that the vaccine given to 
the Pittsburgh victims was actuaUy 
influenza vaccine and not ac-
cidentally another type. 
Once that is done, said Dr. Frank 
Ennis, director of Virology, 
contamination tests will be con-
ducted. 
"We don't think there is a 
problem with the vaccine," said 
Ennis. He based his conclusion on 
the fact' that 118,000 persons have 
been inoculated with the same lot of 
vaccine used in Pittsburgh. 
Federal health officials have 
assured states the swine flu 
. program is safe and has urged those 
states .which suspended their 
inoculation programs to resume 
giving shots to the elderly and other 
"high risk" persons before the flu 
season strikes this winter. 
States which temporarily shelved 
vaccination plans included Alaska, 
lllinois, Louisiana, Maine, Ver-
mont, Winconsin, New Mexico, 
Allegheny County in Pennsylvania, 
Michigan, and Texas except for 
Houston and Harris County. 
Mao Saw Hua as Leader 
WASHINGTON-The Nationalist Chinese ambassador said Wed-
nesday he believes Chairman Mao Tse-Tung visualized Hua Kuo-
Feng as China's interim leader until a group including Mao's widow 
could take over but that Hua, having tasted power, decided to keep it. 
Plane Crashes into School 
LA PAZ, Bolivia-A Boeing 707 U.S. cargo plane en route from 
Santa Cruz, Bolivia, to Miami crashed on takeoff Wednesday and 
plowed into a school, killing an estimated 100 persons, including 
children playing soccer in the playground, Pariamericana radio repor-
ted from Santa Cruz. 
Dean Contradicts Ford 
WASHINGTON-John Dean today contradicted 1973 
Congressional testimony by Gerald Ford that he did not recall aiding 
any attempt by the Nixon White House to stave off a Watergate in-
vestigation. 
Ford, when he was House Republican Leader, told Vice Presiden-
tial Confirmation Hearings that "to the best of my recollection," he 
did not discuss any attempt to dam up the Watergate affair with any 
Nixon staffers. 
Dean, the former aide to President Richard Nixon whose memory 
and testimony resulted in Nixon's political fall and resignation, con-
tradicted Ford in a taped interview broadcast on the NBC Today 
television program. 
Dean said Nixon staff member Richard Cook had discussed the 
matter with Ford more than a half dozen times, and Ford at one point 
indicated he would tell Republican members of the House banking 
committee "what they should do on the day of the vote" (Dean's wor-
ds) on whether or not to look into the Watergate case. 
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Pollution Reaches New· Fronti'ers 
The evergrowing expansion of 
man's technology is causing a new 
kind of pollution - space 
pollution. 
The Space Defense Center which 
tracks satellites for the North 
American Air Defense Command 
estimates that there are nearly 4000 
man-made objects floating in 
space. The agency alsa predicts the 
number could double by 1991. 
The Space Defense Center has 
logged more than 8900 objects in 
orbit since its inception in July, 
1961. 
Of these, approximately 4000 are 
still in orbit while another 5008 
have fallen out of orbit. 
The United States launched 
nearly three quarters of the "space 
junk" while almost all the rest 
belongs to the Soviet Union. 
Among other countries with 
space stations in operation are 
Canada, France, West Germany 
and Japan. 
Of the nearly 4000 objects 
floating in orbits, close to 300 miles 
away from earth, 750 are satellites. 
Many of these are for use in the 
communications field. 
Satellites are relaying tran-
soceanic phone calls, checking 
weather, studying (of all things) air 
and water pollution, providing 
secret military surveillance and 
transmitting television programs to 
remote areas. 
Among the most widely used of 
the satellite systems is Intelsat, 
owned by a consortium of 94 
nations. The system consists of four 
satellites: two over the Atlantic 
Ocean, one over the Paci fie Ocean 
and another over the Indian Ocean. 
The system provides more than 
60 countries with everything from 
television and phone calls to 
computer data and weather reports . 
In addition to satellites, there are 
2800 pieces of identifiable debris 
floating around in the form of 
spent-rocket boosters, shrouds that 
protected satellites when being 
blasted into orbit and large chunks 
of. spacecrafts that blew apart or 
A Star Is Born 
were shaken to pieces when blasted 
into orbit. 
The biggest piece of debris 
whirling around Earth is America's 
Skylab. The laboratory served as 
home base for three astronaut 
crews in 1973 and 1974. 
Skylab is now in a low orbit-270 
miles above the globe-and its orbit 
is expected to decay. When the 
strength of its orbit gets so weak 
that it enters the atmosphere, it will 
come crashing to Earth. 
Scientists estimate it to be pulled 
to Earth between 1979 and 1981, 
but they cannot say where it will 
land. 
I 
I 
I 
With some stretch of an 
imagination, there is the distinct 
possibility that someone, 
somewhere, can be having a per-
fectly normal day and the 
laboratory structure (about the size 
of a house trailer) will come hot and 
heavy down nearby. 
The risk of injury or damage to 
anyone on the ground because of 
space debris is regarded as minimal 
by space experts. 
NORAD estimates that there 
could be as many as I 0,000 objects 
of all shapes and sizes in circular 
traffic about the globe by the year 
2000, 
As of now, there are no plans to 
clean up the bits and pieces floating 0 
freely overhead. § 
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By the Lobo Theatre 
I 
I Save! Thurs. and Fri. 
By D. M. Flynn 
Many astronomers believe that stars are mysteriously formed by the 
concentration of molecular gases in the universe. These gases are often 
water, formaldehyde and ethyl alcohol (the kind often imbibed at Okies). 
Michael Zeilik, asst. prof. of astronomy, believes that clouds and dust 
particles lie between existing stars with a density of one atom per cubic 
centimeter. Those more dense clouds, having a density of 1000 times the 
mass of our sun, are the molecular clouds that are most likely to form the 
stars. 
I 
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The causes of the concentration of these molecules into stars is still a 1 
mystery to astronomers. Perhaps the most adhered to theory and that I 
which Zeilik believes deals with the explosions of super novas. When a I 
super nova blows up, Zeilik said, it throws out material with tremendous I 
force. This force causes a shock wave of almost immeasurable magnitude l 
that moves through the existing gases and clouds. This movement may be I 
what causes the gases and molecular clouds to become concentrated and I 
form into stars. I I 
Based on his research and observations at Kilt Peak, Ariz., Zeilik and 1 
other astronomers have concluded that our galaxy is approximately I 
100,000 light years in diameter. In our galaxie there are some 100 billion I 
stars. Zeillk said that of these 100 billion stars, about one-half of them I 
revolve around one another in groups of two and three while the other half I 
possess their own solar systems. I I 
In view of this theory Zeilik, a Harvard graduate, said that the I 
possibility of life on other planets is high on a lot of salar systems. About I 
the possibility of intelligent life on other planets, Zeilik said the I 
"possibility is reasonable. But supposing we ran into another intelligent I 
life form, how would we know it was intelligent?" Zeilik said even if there I 
were 1000 life forms similar to ours they are so far apart (hundreds of light 
years away) "it is extremely difficult for communication. Imagine the 
federal government trying to appropriate $1 billion a year for the next 100 
years for this sort of communication," he said. 
When asked if he watched or liked the series Star Trek, Zeilik replied 
that he did. "I think Star Trek is great in that it remains accurate in 
scientific terms.'' He said he also watches Star Trek when he is observing at 
Kitt Peak since he doesn't have a television set in his home. 
,.-: . .,, 
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Daily LOBO Perspective 
Letters 
Editorials 
Opinions 
Opinion 
Davis' Behavior at Workshop 
By Roberto Nava 
Graduate Student 
College of Education 
Davis sucks·····----·---buttermilk for breakfast. 
I was appalled at President Davis' behavior at the 
workshop held Saturday, Oct. 9, on "Priorities for 
Minorities." I would like to describe briefly an incident 
that occurred at this workshop. 
About two hours before adjournment of the 
workshop a young Chicano was recognized to speak. 
Apparently the content of the speech was too radical 
for Dr. Davis for he leaned backwards tilting his chair 
and just smiled, spitefully. The young speaker was 
perplexed by Dr. Davis' behavior and called his at· 
tention on this matter (the smiling), But as a result his 
big "masorca" (smile) just got bigger and wider. 
Dr. Davis, nobody likes to be laughed at, especially 
in such sensitive matters. You ought to know that. 
And that's not all, when the young speaker finished 
his speech, the audience applauded with enthusiasm 
and approval. At this time Dr. Davis got up rather 
unruly from his chair and signaled a disapproval 
gesture with his hands. Then he turned to Dr. Trujillo 
who was chairing the meeting at the time and 
suggested that the workshop be called off. Dr. Trujillo 
ignored his comment and the workshop r;:ontinued. 
Dr. Davis undoubtedly exhibited irrational behavior 
and clearly conveyed to the audience his insensitivity 
and antipathy toward minority concerns. Perhaps Dr. 
Davis should take a course on how gringo ad-
ministrators should exhibit national behavior in 
multic!Jitural settings. Or is it possible that President 
Davis perceives us as suspicious and antitrustworthy 
aliens? 
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Films Are Important, Integral Part of U. 
Editor: 
ariRS(\oMHARrMAN l~f1 tv1AR~ 'ftl~N Jo~ WMK~~ 01!f0N 
RHODA;IH~N ARcHY C~~Aifl> ON 61>11H .... Wl-1-Y Do11lf 
With regard to the present in-
vestigation of the ASU NM Film 
Committee, it upsets me to know 
the degrading tactics that the 
Senate is using to deal with matters 
of a large deficit. 
As a student who is interested 
and concerned with viewing and 
studying films, I feel that the 
Senate is being insensitive and 
disrespectful to the medium and 
the value it holds for some people 
at the University. Yes, cinema is an 
exciting type of entertainment, and 
I appreciate it for that, and I also 
appreciate cinema as a serious art 
form. Changes in film that have 
arisen through decades of war, 
repression, revolution, and any 
other sociological uprising are im· 
portant forms to consider, for they 
influence our attitudes. Filmmaking 
is an extremely effective way to 
communicate to masses of people. 
judged by committee and business 
office members. This is to deter· 
mine, obviously, which films will 
make money and which will lose. I 
feel that I could easily be deprived 
of some cinematic movements by 
people who are not experienced in 
the field. NHWORKS AIR 11-IIS JUNK 1 HA~?, ... \ihl- ~ .... 
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ASUNM Search Is· For Type Of Film 
Editor: 
The comments attributed to 
me which appeared in the Oct. 7 
LOBO in reference to last year's 
Film Committee program were 
taken out of context and mi~Jht 
Cut Affects 
U. Women's 
Field Hockey 
Editor: 
I am a member of the field 
hockey team at UNM which the 
athletic council has decided is no 
longer necessary to the University. 
The council made this decision 
behind the backs of the field 
hockey team and before we had a 
chance to do anything to save our 
team. 
It was stated that our nearest 
competition is 500 miles away. All 
of the women's teams at UNM are 
in the same conference, therefore 
they too must travel the same long 
distances the field hockey team 
does. While the other teams fly to 
their one-game competitions;- we 
drive to our tournaments which 
consist of six games in two days. 
These tournaments are the only 
competition we get, as we never 
travel for one-on-one competition. 
The council is discrimiflating 
against our sport. Our record is the 
best of all the women's teams at 
UNM. We consistently have 
finished high (3rd) in our con· 
terence while sports like volleyball 
and basketball have had mediocre 
seasons at best. No other 
women's sport at UNM can boast a 
winning record as consistently as 
the field hockey team can. 
Why our sport? We have the 
right to the opportunity to play field 
hockey. 
Carol Cole 
( Editorial Board 
lead to misinterpretation of my 
intentions and concerns. 
While I generally feel that last 
year's program was poorly 
managed, I do not wish for any 
misinterpretations of my in-
tentions to exist. The following 
statement attributed to me 
requires clarification: "We are 
going through all the amounts 
of money that were deposited 
after each film ... " 
I have been analyzing gate 
receipts for each of last year's 
films. My goal in this endeavor 
is to determine, if possible, the 
type of film that drew large 
numbers of patron support. If I 
am able to establish trends as to 
the type of film which have not 
been successful, I believe the 
Film Committee will benefit in 
years to come. 
George Coston, 
ASUNM Senator, 
Finance Chairman 
Will They Allow Us 
To Go Up in Smoke? 
Editor: 
Louis Tempkin's recent letter on 
the Senate's refusal to support a 
resolution dealing with marijuana 
reform displayed an appalling 
ignorance of the function of 
ASUNM and its priorities. The 
ASUNM Senate did not defeat the 
resolution merely because 
marijuana smoking is a disgusting 
habit (although I am sure that Vice 
President Davidson and her 
senators will agree with me that it 
is). No, the Senate made this 
decision not because they wish to 
regulate the moral climate at UN M 
but because they have the best in· 
terests of the nation as a whole in 
mind. 
If, because of an ASUNM 
resolution, marijuana should 
become legalized or even 
decriminalized, the effects on this 
country, our United States, would 
be devastating. 
Every year, major liquor and drug 
companies send lobbyists to 
Editor·in·Chicl 
Susan Walton 
Albuquerque in order to be heard 
by the ASUN.M Senate. They 
know, as I do, that if marijuana is 
made readily available, the 
economic base of this country 
would collapse. Sales of important 
commodities from Valium to vodka 
would plummet to unthought-of 
lows, causing a depression of a 
magnitude unheard of since the last 
glaciation. 
While some people prefer to sit 
around getting loaded, others are 
taking an activ~ part in saving our 
sacred system. No, Vice President 
Davidson does not wish to un-
dermine the very foundations of 
our nation, Why then, Louis Tem-
pkin, do you7 
Charles Carroll 
Managing Editor 
Teresa Coin 
The Senate, and in particular 
Finance Committee member 
George Coston, have insulted the 
value of films on campus by daub· 
ting the worth of "educational 
films.'' They say that all films, 
before they're ordered, need to be 
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Furthermore, George Coston is 
being extremely insulting to Rob 
Baldwin by speaking of punishing 
him for his crime as stated in his 
ASUNM Viewpoint in the LOBO of 
Oct. 8 entitled "Let Punishment Fit 
the Crime." I feel that these mat· 
ters of business need to be handled 
with more maturity than they have 
been. The sources of the problems 
should be found, and the situation 
remedied. It is important to realize 
that film is as integral a part of the 
University as anything else and 
should be treated as such, 
Nina Ross 
by Garry Trudeau 
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Photoelectric Telescope 
Follovvs Star· Movement 
h ~Y Bradley Martin The telescope uses a photo tube which tracks an ob-
T e UNM phy~tcs and astronomy faculty has access ject by following the light emitted by a sta~ in the 
~~t~mt;{~s~~pe m Jhe Manza?o Mountains which vicinity, "This is extremely accurate. It corrects for 
S Y recor s .astronon;ucal data, said Richard 'sidereal movement and atmospheric distortions " St t. John, professor m the physics and astronomy John sa'd ' ' 
dept. .1 • • 
"The great thin b t th' 1 , S The tdea for the electromc apparatus was conceived 
said "is that it ca g: ou 15 te edscopfe,ll t. John by Dr. Victor Regcner, chairman of the physics and 
. ' n e programme to o ow an ob- astronomy dept St John said "It's taken nine 
JCCt through the sky and record data automatically. years-since the ,teles~ope was dedicated in 1967-to 
The astronomer can sleep read \Vhatever and h ' · 
, , , e s get the electromcs set up correctly " he said At 
saved the ~rou?le of perpetu~lly checking to see if the present, only St. John and Regener ;rogram th~ ap-
telescope ts sttll on the obJect. The electronics· can para! 
really save time." us. , . The 24-mch telescope, whtch would be "small, 
20o/o OR MORE 
Off all Guitars, Banjos 
Mandolins and Fiddles 
Choose from these brands: 
• Stelling • lida • Taka mine 
• OME • Martin • Harmony 
• Gibson • Pimentel • Franciscan 
And several others 
when compared to other telescopes," operates 
photoelectrically and does not take visual pictures. 
"The image people have of astronomers glued to their 
telescopes doesn't apply here, A telescope which 
records photoelectric impulses is much more sensitive 
than the human eye." 
SALE ENDS 4:30PM, Oct.16 
Faculty members conduct "astronomical research 
at the facility," St. John said, "Dr. (Alan) Peterson is 
doing a spectrographic study of globular clusters to 
look for planetary nebulae. It's also being used lo 
research the crab nebula pulsar and X-ray binary Her-
cules X-I (an X-ray source in the constellation Her-
cules)." 
·The observatory is 62 miles from Albuquerque on 
We also offer instruction for: 
fiddle, mandolin, tenor banjo (bluegrass & trad.) 
Bluegrass- Classical -Folk- Rock Guitar 
-::;;'i(£)1g7h(§;~~~~;;; Capilla Peak, and "a research facility never open to 
:.· jiiiisi~ii,CAiltC'-iiiiiiithe " St. John sal d. 
jacl< douthett music shop 
2612 Texas NE 293-6192 
(Just North of Menaul~ 
Persons int(rcstcd in running for the Board of 
Directors of PIRO may pick up a Candidate 
· Statt'!ment form and election rules at 107 C Cornell SE 
until Oct. 20. 
Native Entertainment Committee meeting Men· 
day, Oct. 18 at4:30 p.m, at Native American Studies, 
1812 Las Lomas. 
KIVA Club meellng Monday, Oct: 18 at. 6~30 p.m. 
at Native American Studies Ccntc~, I812las Lomas. 
Fri., Oct. l5ls deadline for Homecoming Song and 
Talent Nigl1t entries, Due at the ASlJNM Office, RIT'. 
242, SUB by 5 p.m. 
SO LAS will ha\'c an informal discussion with Prof. 
Richard Adams, visiting anthropologist, Thurs., Oct. 
14 at 4 p.m. in the third noor reading room in Ortega 
Hall. 
Students for Lujan will meet Mon., Oct. 18 at 7:30 
p.m. at 191SSanMateo, NG. 
Poll workers n~:edcd for the Homccoming Election 
on Wed., Oct. 20.Sigr\ up at door of ASUNM Ofrice, 
Rm. 242,SUB, 
Dr. Daniel Atkinson, from the University of 
California at Los Angeles, will speak Thurs., Oct. 14 
at 3:30p.m. in Rm. 245, Basic Medical Sciences Bldg. 
Topic ls "Regulation· of Energy Concentration and 
Charge," 
Israeli political scientist YoseT Goell will speak 
Thurs., Ocl. 14 at 8 p.m. in Rm. 149, Woodward 
Hall on the ''UnderMandlng the LebaneseCrlsls, '' 
UNM Campus· Observatory, two blades north of 
Lomas on Yale,· wil! be open to the public Thurs., 
Oct. 14 from 8 p.m. to 1(1 p.m. The 16-inch teletcope 
will be trained on the star cluster M-IS and the 12-
lnch telescope will be trained on the star cluster M-39. 
Applications for "Who's Wllo in American 
Universities and Colleges" are now available in Rm. 
242. SUB. Deadline ls Fri., Oct. J!i at .5 p.,m. Entries 
must be of at least junior level. Nominations accepted 
also. 
New Mexico Wheelmen are scheduling bicyde rides 
every Sunday at 9 a.m. in front of Popejoy Hall dcket 
office. There is a two-hour slow-paced ride and a 
four-hour ride. The four-hour riders should bring a 
snack and water. For more information call256-9893 
between 9a;m. and 5:30p.m., Tues. thru Fri. 
Learn to dance and have fun with the UNM 
Wagon Wheel Square Dance Club. Dances are 
every Thursday, 7·9 p.m. in Rm. 176, Johnson 
Gym. No experience or partner necessary, 
NMPIR·G-Will b.e laking com,llaints on Rent ex Ser-
vice. Come by I 07C Com ell SE or call 277-2757 or 
277~2758. 
NMP1RG will be taking any complaints on £&5, 
educational testing service. Come by 107 Cornell SE 
or eall217~2757 or 277M2758. 
Student 
Directories 
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Beginning Oct.13 
For 25c 
With Valid ID 
At the StU· 
dent Informa· 
tion Center 
In the SUB 
and the Book· 
store 
BANKAMERIGARD. 
FOR THE BEST IN 
Head 
Supplies 
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-·-·•·-·-Posters 
-·-·•·-·-Tapestries 
-·-···-·-Levis 
111 Harvard SE 
{Across From UNM) 
8117 Menaul NE 
(Corner of Viiginia) 
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Science Fiction Convention 
Features Star Trek Blooper~ 
o By Chris Hammond · The science fiction ~crtion. o~ the pro?ra~ wtll .ln-
.g The Albuquerque Star Trek Comic and Science elude 40 hours of sctence ftctwn mov1es mcludmg 
-l Fiction Film Convention will b~ Jan. 21, 22 and 23, • "1984," "The Invasion of the Body Snatchers," 
.Z:. 1977. "King Kong" and Ray Bradb~ry's "The Illustrated ~ It is presented by Ivan Cook with assistance from Man." 
0 Alpha Centura (Albuquerque Star Trek Club) and the Guests featured are science fiction writers Jack 
"' Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce. Williamson ("The Humanoids"), Fred Saberhagen 
] Three "super" days and nights of convention fun ("Beserker Series") and A.B. Van Vogt ("Asylum"). · 
,c. are promised. Artists Frank Brunner ("Howard the Duck") an.d 
Z~ For the portion devoted to Star Trek, 40 Star Trek. Ba~ry Smith ("Conan") will be present for the comtc episodes and some Star Trek bloopers are featured. senes. . . " 
v:) Confirmed guests are George Takei (Sulu) and D.C. Bruce Gordon, who was Frank N1ttl on The Un-
., Fontana a Star Trek writer. Among the episodes touchables," is the special guest. £ credited 'to Fontana are "Charlie X," "The Ultimate There will be a costume contest with awards of 6 
Computer " "Friday's Child," "The Enterprise In- trophies and a $25 grand prize. 
cident" add "This Side of Paradise." The c;::onvention will be at the Albuquerque Con-
There will be many Star Trek dealers. vention Center. Shuttle bus from UNM to the Con-
Majel Barrett (Mrs. Gene Roddenberry) has been vention Center will be provided. . . . 
invited but there is no confirmation of her appearance Tickets are available at the Umvemty Box Off1ce 
as yet. It is hoped that her husband will also be and from members of Alpha Centura. 
present. For more information call298-2477 in the evenings. 
ASUNM-GSA Poetry Series 
present 
Expert on Alien Beings to Lecture at U. 
GARVSOTO 
Winner of the 'U.S. Award of the 
International Poetry Forum 
TODAY 8:00 KIVA 
Also Carolyn Forche October 25 
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BARE BACK POSTER 
1977 Calendar- Eye Catching, 
Large 18 by 24 inches 
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LEIGH ENTERPRISES 
Box 12623 · 
-Dallas, Tx.75225-
Carl Sagan, professor of tinuance." 
astronomy and space sciences and Sagan added, "It has been 
director of the Laboratory for suggested that the contents of the 
Planetary Studies at Cornell initial message received will contain 
University, will discuss instructions for avoiding our own 
"Extraterrestrial Life" Wed- self-destruction, a possibly com-
ne d 0 t 20 t 8 m · mon fate of societies shortly after s ay, c . , a p. . m 
Popejoy Hall in the Fine Arts they reach the technical phase. 
Center at U]'IM. There are certainly enough nuclear 
Sagan's lecture js sponsored by . weapons on our planet today to 
the ASUNM Speakers Committee de~troy eve~y man, woma~ and 
and tickets are available at the SUB chtld many ttmes over. But ~h!nk of 
Box Office. the consequences of re~et vmg a 
message that was transmttted 300 
years ago and a discussion of which 
will take another 600 years. 
Awaiting the answer to our reply 
requires a continuity of purpose 
unusual in human institutions." 
Among his numerous 
achievements, Sagan received 
NASA's "Medal for Exceptional 
Scientific Achievement" for his 
studies of Mars with Mariner 9. He 
was responsible for placing the 
message from earth aboard the 
interstellar spacecraft Pioneer 10. 
Sagan also chaired the U.S. 
delegation to the U.S./U.S.S.R. 
conference on communication with 
extraterrestrial intelligence. 
"Much of the current ecological 
catastrophe is due to a grasp of 
short-term gains and the awesome 
blindness to long-term disaster,". 
Sagan said. "The time scale of 
interstellar civilization and 
discourse with them provides a 
sense of historical continuity vital 
for the continuance of our own 
civilization." . 
' Sagan has written hundreds of 
articles on life in the universe and 
several books including Com-
munication with Extraterrestrial 
Intelligence, UFO's-A Scientific 
Debate, and The Cosmic Con-
nection; .An Extraterrestrial Per-
spective. 
FOX WINRQCK wc1~~~· 
2n-s445 
In 1973 the speaker was awarded 
the Prix Gala bert, the international 
astronautics prize. He is editor of 
the planetary journal Icarus and is 
widely known for his studies of the 
planets, the origin of life and the 
prospects for life beyond the earth. 
Sagan is a former astrophysicist 
for the Smithsonian Astrophysical 
Observatory, former assistant 
professor of astronomy at Harvard 
University and former assistant 
professor of genetics at the 
Stanford Medical School. 
Acapulco Restaurant 
Mexican Food -
Specializing In Burritos 
Open 7 Days 11 am - Spm 
Comp~ete Mexican Dinners 
Call Ahead For Carry Out Service 
1415 Central Ave. NE 242-0921 
Although it appears to be the ~-====--"==~========"="==:;;::"""""====~ 
most practical method, Sagan states 
that because of the vast distances 
between tlie stars, there will be no 
cosmic dialogues by radio tran-
smission because the initiaJ com-
munication and a reply would take 
600 years. Even if we took the time, 
why should an advanced society 
make the effort to communicate 
with our backward, novice 
civilization? 
"I can imagine that they are 
motivated by benevolence," Sagan 
said. "Perhaps during their own 
emerging. phases they were helped 
along ·by such messages and that 
this is a tradition worthy of con-
}Jene Sandwiche' 
UPSTAIRS 
next to the 
Lobo Theatre 
Featuring Italian Sandwiches 
Now 2 Locations 
2805 San Mateo NE 881-7799 Mon thru Sat 10·8 Sun 10-3 
1601 4th NW 243-2543 Mon thru Fri 10-3 
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Equus: Well Executed, 
Damn Fine Perfotmance ..... -" :::. 
Review by Howard Pace 
The award-winning play, 
r, 
Alan's intimacy with horses o 
becomes stronger. ~ 
,.., 
Sons Come & Go 
"Equus," performed by a group of 
professional actors and actresses 
was damn good for a play of its 
caliber. 
And its caliber is damn good 
also. "Equus" was last year's 
award-winning Broadway play, 
taking all the major critical awards. 
It was performed Monday night to 
a responsive audience at Popejoy 
Hall. 
himself successful at his craft, yet 
frustrated at the pure rewards it 
fails to shower him with. The only 
thing he deems that be has 
established up to that time is a 
"professional menopause" of 
sorts, and a frigid wife to whom he 
hasn't made Jove in at least six 
years. 
He puts them on a pedestal at t-< 
once, feeling, swooning and :5-
caressing them at the stable where o 
he works with an almost unerring 0 
grace, reminiscent of a ballet dance, B 
to the point of ecstasy. He succeeds o-
William SaroyanjSons Come and· 
Go, Mothers Hang In 
'Forever/ McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, N.Y. $7:95. 
Review by J.C. Ogilvie 
Here is William Saroyan writing 
about Saroyan and all the people he 
remembers lightly, politely and 
impolitely. This book is a series of 
short sketches, ·aJmost letters but 
written with a pen dipped in acid on 
many pages. 
Saroyan, more than twice 'over 
30' has led a full life on both sides 
of the Atlantic and these sketches, 
frequently acerbic, touch on many 
of the people he met. Sons Come & 
Go starts with the Oakland 
Orphanage where the author spent 
several years and continues with his 
relatives and childhood com-
panions in Fresno, Ca. Also in-
cluded are Greta Garbo, Ernest 
Hemingway, Katherine Hepburn, 
Louis B. Mayer, Charlie Chaplin, 
Gypsy Rose Lee, Will Rogers, 
Mack Sennett, Walter Winchell, 
Bert Lahr, to mention only <t few of 
the famous and not so famous 
intimately sketched in this book. 
In the week that this reviewer 
read Sons. Come & Go, I also read 
Long Live Columbus (Leben Zul 
Columbus) by Harry Golden (G. P. 
Putnam's & Sons).' I had been 
familiar with writings of both these 
authors for thirty-five years, but 
never before realized that these men 
had so much in ·common. Both 
writers were born of immigrant 
parents, but they started life three 
thousand miles apart: Golden in 
New York and Saroyan in Fresno, 
Ca. 
Saroyan and Golden were 
brought up in economically 
depressed families; both men 
became well-to-do solely because of 
their writings; both books are 
nostalgic memoirs of full and active 
lives, mentioning people they had 
known. Both books are 
autobiographical memoirs, but 
neither author mentions the other; 
and all despite the fact they both 
Thursday 
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Sl.OO 
lived iri the United States con-
currently for sixty of more years. 
Much of Saroyan's book is 
written with 'tongue-in-
cheek'-Witness the following: 
"To begin with, I not only 
believe I am William Saroyan, i 
believe it means something that I 
am. And then I believe that this 
meaning is large, and goes far, and 
is not ever goil]g to be forgotten by 
the world and by the human 
family ... This is of course pure and 
pathetic vanity, and it comes 
straight from the Ideal Man oj·the 
Western World." 
In the interludes between writing 
books, William Saroyan rides his 
bicycle and regularly shuttles by 
plane between his homes in Fresno 
and Paris. 
David Leary and Bill Barrett 
were the two outstanding per-
formers who portrayed Dr. Martin 
Dysart, the noted psychiatric 
physician of Rokely Psychiatric 
Hospital (where the primary 
movement of the play takes place 
for its effect) in southern England, 
and Alan Strang, the highly 
disturbed young patient, respec-
tively. ' 
Alan was admitted to the hospital 
for not so f.llUCh his unbecoming 
behavior, but for blinding five to 
six horses in a stable nearby where 
he worked as a stable hand, for 
reasons unknown to all except the 
doctor, who probes the boy's 
psyche to find out. 
Quickly we learn that Doctor 
Dysart is an extremely cynical, yet 
demanding medical man, who finds 
Alan is content at singing TV 
commercial jingles ("Double your 
pleasure, double your fun, with 
Doublemint, Doublemint Chewing 
Gum"), or just playing the role of 
another. neurotic patient who is 
hesitant about opening up and 
letting us know about what his 
problem is. 
Until his parents make a visit. 
His parents are the first source to 
look at when beginning to see where 
his kinky hang-ups lie. His father, 
• Frank Strang, is perturbed because 
his son, instead of reading, just 
looks at the idiot box feeding back 
jingles. But not only does dad have 
a hard time getting through to his 
son, he is an atheist. Mom on the 
other hand is very spiritual and 
religious to say the least, and is the 
closer to Alan than his dad. It is 
through her religious dogma and 
her recitals of stories about all 
things that Alan develops his 
complex toward these animals. 
"' in recreating before his eyes an ..., 
enigma, a demi-god, Equus. He -~ 
then flagellates himself in a -
pscudoritualistic communion of ':S 
sorts. His mother puts it well when a, 
she says, "What do you do in this 
world to get any sympathy, blind 
animal?" 
Through a series of games, tricks 
and hypnosis, the doctor entices 
Alan to bare his soul, acting out as 
you may a psychodrama. The 
subtle one-line jokes were definitely 
on time as it broke some of the 
silence in the audience, like 100 
green snakes crawling out on the 
floor of the hospital singing the 
"Hallelujah ·Chorus." There is a• 
stunning nude scene toward the end 
of the play where Alan is seduced 
by Jill Mason, who has taught Alan 
how to be more loving to the horses 
and herself. The problem was, Alan 
was in a dilemma as to whom he felt 
the most allegiance. 
ASUNM PEC and 
·speakers Committee 
Presents: Toni ht! 
PROGRAM TO INCLUDE STAR TREK HIGHLIGHTS 
.(( THURSDAY, OCTOBER 14,1976 
POPEJOY HALL 2 SHOWS 7:00 & 10:00 PM 
RESERVE SEATBNG TICKETS $4.00 and $5.00 
AVAILABLE AT: 
A.T.A. CORONADO CENTER-883-1080 
GENERAL STORE 
SUB for Student Discount 
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\0 ~ Bnndstnnd Explotes Rock Plnnets 
o Review by Chris Hammond arc a varied as the music they all 
,B The Planets are Carl Silva, enjoy. 
drums harp and vocals; Steve Denise said she was originally 
~ Morcl~ck, keyboards and vocals; influenced by the direct and simple 
....1 Denise Brissy, vocals; Joe Don approach of Peter, Paul and M~ry. 
,.e:;. Davidson lead guitar• and Bill She feels she would l!ke to do a httle ~ Main, ba;s. ' more "torch" singing a Ia Billie 
,_. Carl and Steve do most of the Holliday, than she does now. 
8 writing. The Planets use abou~ 5 D.enise's vocal. translations 
·~ original songs in their performt~g remt?d ~e of E.lkte Brooks, . an 
::;!. repertoire and have a good album s English smgcr wtth an uncndmg 
~ worth stashed at home, for one range. 
z reason or another. Steven confessed that he "gets 
00 Bill lays down a good bass-ic off on Libcrace," a sparkiing 
Q) foundation, strong but not over- piano virtuoso. Steve himself is an 
~ powering. . excellent pianist, whose own 
P-< Carl's quick drum work is direct ingenuity comes across quite well. 
and "in-the •pocket." Frequently Carl had some difficulty pinning 
drummers just supply a rhythmic himself down to any single in-
backdrop for the other in- fluence. He mentioned Glen 
strumental work-not so in this Miller, Elvis Presley, and the 
case. His vocals are vibrant and Beatles. Both the Beatles and 
fulL Presley are discernable in some of 
Joe tosses in exciting guitar leads the originals penned by Carl. 
so easily. His fluid fingers pull Joe has been playing guitar for 
excellence out of each note. A lot of 16 years and is influenced by all • 
blues sense is present here. blues artists: Freddie King is one 
Speaking of blues, Denise's ofthem. 
vocals are filled with wells of . Joe said, "All the country I 
feeling that fall like brilliant know I've learned in the past 
I fl Year ... 
Bobby Keyes, a well-known 
professional saxophone sessionist, 
has sat in on the Planets on oc-
casion and added his own in-
spiration to theirs. · 
Above: The Plo.nets during o. bteo.k. Below: Denise Btlssy on sto.ge. 
streamers tot te oor. 
Steve's lively keyboard style is Steve, Carl and Billy started 
spiked with an almost ragtime playing together at The Monastary 
flavor for fun and his vocals ring under the name of the "Cuf-
with clarity. flinks:" Steve on piano, Carl on 
Having a good time seems to be lead guitar and Bill on bass. That 
the Planets favorite pasttime, lasted for about three months. 
besides making good music. After many gigs under many 
1 talked with them at Alfalfa's names, "Dogfat" remams the 
last week during the hassles of favorite. 
setting up for their gig there. ,~ · 
The Planets are all easygoing, but T1:.: 
carl's enlightening sense of humor B ..__ --·· - ~ 
combined with a little D ....... 
mischeviousness on Steve's part 
seemed to hold it all together amid They changed instruments 
the normal band routine of around to Carl playing drums, and 
equipment not functioning kept that arrangement for a year. 
properly. Denise just happened to fall into 
The music that the Planets play the band by chance. 
and write covers the gamut: blues, Three months later Joe added 
jazz, rock and country. his guitar-playing talents to make 
"One sound is boring," said the band the cohesive musical ex-
Denise. perience they have been for the 
Past influences for each musician past 16 m~nths. 
The Planets play at Uncle 
Nasty's, Alfalfa's and Ned's (their 
gig for this week). 
ATI, or American Talent Inc., a 
major booking agency in Denver, 
is working with the Planets on 
future out-of-state bookings. 
The Planets have played in El 
Paso and at ski resorts in 
Colorado, but hope for more 
productive gigs through ATL 
"We all like Albuquerque," said 
Steve. "It is our home." 
Carl said they are working on 
future recording plans, but would 
like to be able to afford to spend 
more time on it. 
· Their original material is very 
good. You can hear "Albuquerque 
Girls" on the KRST Enchantment 
Album. 
l asked Carl why it was such a 
late entry to KRST. 
"I felt it should have been New 
Mexico bands submitting their best 
instead of songs about New 
Mexico," said Carl. 
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Compiled by George Gesner 
Cadillac Bob featured on our 
Sept. 23 Bandstand lays down 
some jazz, some blues, some rock 
'n' roll and whatever else makes 
you feel good. They'll be playing 
at their birthplace, Okie's through 
Wednesday. 
Planets, another space case in 
the music world, is featured on 
Bandstand this· week. The group 
will oe revolving around Ned's on-
ce again on. the Central Ave. orbit 
· Wind and Silver is following the 
fine Hardly Small band with some 
dynamite music at the Triangle 
Lounge east of the UNM campus 
on Central, Girard and Monte 
Vista. 
Swamproots, featured on last 
week's Bandstand puts their hearts 
and minds into their music at 
country music's palace-Caravan 
East on 7707 E. Central Ave. 
New Country picked up the Kor-
ds and have been playing regularly 
at the Hitching Post on 6312 W. 
Central. The band puts out some 
fine country music but spices their 
act with a variety of other musical with some C & W at the Tower 
styles. The band will play at the Bar, 2822 2nd NW. 
"Post" until Johnny Paycheck Spinning Wheel roll out some 
comes to town for a night or so. Blackpatch rock 'n' roll in. a 
Los Copacabana is the casa homecoming stand at the Sun-
band at the Copacabana Club on downer, 6101 E. Central. 
5914 E. Central Ave. between San Twang Brothers are making 
Pedro and San Mateo. If you're some noise behind some mountains 
dying to put some application to east of Albuquerque. They're 
that ballroom dancing you just tossing out some Texas swing 
learned, foxtrot out to the club through Sunday at the Golden Inn. 
and tango your date to samba Spiced Ice· is a hot act at Uncle 
heaven. Nasty's on 4418 ·E. Central this 
Ozone Express has come back week and next. The group ranges 
together after a brief vacation in from float to flash and Frampton 
t'lie outer atmosphere. They're to Fleetwood Mac. 
way ion some fine progressive Dave Silverman & Ray Dank are· 
country at the Apollo Bar & two accomplished musicia·ns that 
Lounge USA Earth on 931 San do just about anything including 
Mateo Blvd. NE, just south of modern jazz. They're tackling the 
Lomas. keys and strumming the bass at 
Goldie & Full Circle go half- Rafael's Matador Lounge & 
and-half with country and rock but Restaurant 9112 Montgomery 
go all the way at the Bird of Blvd. NE. 
Paradise on 5211 Gibson SE. Sonny Osuna & Sunliners .bring 
Tim Keenan & the Moonrisers some San Antonio rock, polka, 
play some moonlight folk-rock and ranchero to Albuquerque. 
Friday and Saturday night at Extra They are showing their wares at 
Point Lounge on 7709 E. Central. the Far West Club this week. If 
Frank Larrabee and his group of you find ,Yourself on nine-mile hill; 
songsters play some easy listening drop in. 
rock for the crowd at Hog's Breath Martha Kay & The New Lost 
on San Mateo just north of Mon- City Country Balld may !]ave 
tgomery beside the Pizza Hut trouble putting their name on the 
restaurant. drum head but have no trouble 
Zozobra blasts out some rock playing their repertoire of songs at 
'n' roll with a Latin twist and a Eddie's Inferno, Sunday through 
disco mood at Minnesota Chub- Wednesday, on 6016 E. Central 
by's on 4100 E. Central. next to Purr's Cafeteria. 
Los Chavos does some rock . Los Huapangueros goes Latin at 
Latin style and some Latin music Eddie's this week. 
rock style at the Latin Quarter on · Curly Snow & the Snowmen 
5402 W. Central. have been at the Sandia Inn on 
Sagebrush serenades the crowd 4007 Menaul NE for a long time 
SPECIAL LIMITED RETURN ENGAGEMENT 
. ' 
WINNER 13 ACADEMY AWARDSi 
INCLUDING BEST ACTRESS KATHARINE HEPBURN 
JOSEPH €. LEVINE'"""'' AN AVCO 'EMBASSY FILM 
PETER O'TOOLE ' ,,..,,Bt."'' 
lHE LION IN WINTER 
2:00 - 4:30 7:00 ~ 9:30 
-
now and have established them-
selves as a fine country band in 
.Albuquerque. 
Organization, as the name im-
plies, is a group. Their rock isn't 
tender at the Tender Tr!IP on 5600 
E. Central. 
Rubicon is an Arizona disco 
band, If you walk through the 
doors of the Albuquerque Inn, 
dance on down the escalator and 
bend your ear in the direction of 
Fogg's Bar, you'll find them 
playing there this week. 
Uncle Bert plays some Peter 
Frampton, some Eagles and· some 
Pure Prairie League at the 
Establishemnt this week in the 
Montgomery Plaza at San Mateo 
and Montgomery. 
Arrangement plays anything you 
request or at least they' II try at the 
Stadium Club in the Albuquerque 
Sports Stadium on 1400 University 
SE. 
The UNM Marching Hand is 
breaking all kinds of local records. 
They !]ave been playing for super-
sized crowds of 28,000 and 23,000 
paying customers. If you have the 
urge to see this tight band, they 
will be playing on Johnson Field 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday 
from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m. These are 
not your ordinary drinking and 
dancing hgours, but you don't see 
a band like this too often. 
Okie's 
Brings You 
The Kind of Music 
Only 
Cadillac Bob 
Can Give 
"OF INEXPENSIVE LIBATIONS AND 
EFFICACIOUS ENTERTAINMENT" 
At The 
New Mexico Audio Fair 
Booth 89- State Fair Grounds 
Check Our 
SPECIAL SHOW DISCOUNTS 
The Cultural Program Committee of the 
Associated Students, UNM 
Present 
The Ensemble of Early Music 
Production of 
Roman De Fauvel 
(The Story of an Ass) 
A rowdy, raucous, 14th Century French street musical 
Featuring singers and players of the Pro-Music Antiqua 
Sup_day October 24- 8:15PM 
Tickets: $6.00, $5.50, $5.00, $4.00, $3.00 
Students, Staff and Faculty V2 Price 
Subscription to Mini Series still available at discount 
Phone 277-3121 
./ 
Stickers Prepare 
For Final Fiesta 
By Jan Boomhower 
' _g" Despite news Thursday that UNM will not have a field hockey team after 
..3 this season ends, preparation continues for the Field Hockey Fi~sta here on 
:>. Friday and Saturday. 
'@ Hopes are high for a tournament win this week, said starter Dana Miller. 
~ "These games are going to be real exciting. We're really motivated because 
8 this is ourlast year," she said. 
'5 Amy Rivera, who is on a hockey scholarship, said the news had a 
::;;: "positive effect on this week's games. We have to prove we're a cham-
pionship team. now we have that extra amount of determination we need." ~ Brigham Young will kick off the double-elimination tournament at 9 
o" a.m. against the University of Arizona. UNM plays the Arizona B-team at 
- 11 a.m., and they then will play the University of Northern Colorado at 1 
(J) 
oo p.m. 
ttl p.., 
REALLY ECONOMICAL TR.ANSPORTATION 
Vespa Ciao mo-ped 
(motorized bicycle) 
... for more fun with great mileage 
(up to 160 mpg) out of life! 
Vespa Scooter 
... for low-cost transportation 
(up to 100 mpg) and fun too! 
1410 Second NW 
Phone 247-2404 JOE HEASTON MOTOR CO. 
Applications For 
WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS 
IN AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES 
& Colleges 
are now available at 
ASUNM- Room 2421N THE SUB 
* Deadline- Monday, c;>ct. 18, 5:00p.m. 
*To be eligible you must have at 
least a junior classification 
*NOMINATIONS ALSO ACCEPTED 
Pay 
Y2 Price 
Or Less 
I it 
"tl1c perfect haircut:' Arid 110 won.Jcr, with sui:h ideal 
sh;~pe and cxtr;~onlin.-:.ry manage.:ability, it's the 
epitome orfittc hair design.Ano:l now lt'5.1v~ilable to 
Wil~out having to go to Hollywood. Without i 
to p.ay SSS. In fact, you can pro~bly get Tht S)511o;,'""'<hl-,in''1fu, 
own home tuwn for not mucll more th.1n you're now p11ying for just 
an ordin.lr)l hairstyle. Thl'555 H02irwr is avai!.1blcd"'"' wh.,/tlor Ins, 
¥ e111dusi~dy at Markha.m Siyle In nov.! tor Shop~. Along with the 
~ famous M.nkh.~m Proo;luctsdcsigncd to allow your hair to look o~~nd 
~ perform lis natur.al best. Call fnr.llnappointment now. loOk in your 
1 yellow p.1gcs under .. &rbers" for the name of the Markham Style 
.. lnno~atorShop nearest you. 
The S551lalrcut Is available/ora ""hole lot less al: 
International 
Hair Design Centre 
"Head Trips for Dudes 8C Dolls" 
E;:~:::~:~~appl ointm2ent 55 _0166 I ond Louisiana) 
7804 Central Sf 
Photo by Tim Gallagher 
The women of the UNM field hockey team will be trying to stick it to 'em in the Field 
Hockey Fiesta beginning tomorrow. 
Doleful Cole Dissatisfied 
With His Play So Far 
By Tim Gallagher 
Robin Cole sat on a bench and 
stared into his half-empty locker. 
He still had a few minutes before 
team meetings and then practice. 
"It's been on my mind," he said. 
"I'm staying up late nights, trying 
to figure out 'Is it me?' It's just not 
happening." 
New Mexico's highly-touted 
defensive end was picked to eight 
pre-season All-American teams, 
but feels he hasn't lived up to his 
pre-season raves. Through the 
team's first four games, Cole has 
played brilliantly. But bril'iant for 
Robin Cole is just not good 
enough. 
Robin Cole 
"I'm not doing all the extra · I'm playing now I won't. 
things like forcing fumbles, or "I can't say if I'll be drafted if I 
making sacks. Those are the things continue to play this way." He 
All-Americans are supposed to do. stopped to stare into the locker 
I am definitely disappointed in my once more. It was about thirty 
play. I haven't been able to meet seconds before he spoke again. 
my goals. 
"We're winning and the team is 
great. I know I've helped in the 
wins, but I feel I should be doing 
morei.'' 
Cole knows that the post-season 
All-American teams are the ones 
that will bring him prominence. 
\\fill he make them? "Not the way 
"I'm not getting run over, am I? 
I'm not getting whipped, am I?" 
His eyes asked the question too, as 
he looked up from the floor. 
"In the first few games, they 
were running away from my side. I 
don't mind that. I like to run and 
make tackles. 
In Scoreless Battle With SAE's 
''I tell you, I'm not satisfied, but 
it won't be that way for long. I'm 
going to double up on my work imd 
go after it more. I'm going to help 
this team win some ballgames." 
All is not so dismal for Cole. 
He's encouraged by the team at-
titude this year. The four-year 
letterman said, "This year we are a 
team. That's what we lacked in the 
past. We lacked being close. But 
we've got no superstars on this 
team. We're all we've got. 
"Last year there was an attitude 
of 'I can do my job, he'll do his.' 
This year we help each other. The 
team part of us has changed." 
He turned to the Wyoming-UNM 
clash this Saturday in Laramie for 
theW AC leadership. The Cowboys 
are 2-0 in conference with wins over 
Arizona State and Brigham Young, 
the pre-season favorites in the 
WAC. UNM is 2-0 in conference 
after wins over Colorado State and 
UTEP, the two weaker clubs in the 
loop. 
"They (Wyoming) don't have 
any advantage over us. If they come 
into that game jivin' they're gonna' 
have problems. I'm going to help us 
win that game." 
Law Sc·hool Wins IM Grid Title 
By George Gesner 
Nobody scored in the intramural 
football championship, but Law 
School took the crown over Sigma 
Alpha Epsilon by penetrations in 
the sudden death period. 
The winning penetration came on 
an 11-yard pass from Steve Roach 
to Bob Brack. Brack made the 
jumping catch in a crowd of SAE 
defensemen. 
Law School had first possession 
of the ball and looked like they 
were on their way to a score. Roach 
connected with Houston Ross on a 
third-down pass, but the play was 
nullified by a holding call. 
On the. next play, Roach hit Tom 
Jewell on a 30-yard_ pass, but once 
again it was nullified by an illegal 
procedure cail. SAE proved 
ineffective or. their first offensive 
plays and Law School had the ball 
once again. 
Roach immediately connected 
with Ross on a 20-yard pass. A 25-
yard pass to Jewell was called back 
by a penalty, ending that scoring 
threat. 
SAE then started to move with a 
John oss 
Nighties 
Choose from 
an exiling 
sclcctioJt 
in u ruin how of colors Priced from 
SHlto 340. l'huJJcHHJ·r;nw 
15-yard halfback run, a ten yard 
pass, and a questionable pass to a 
lineman. A diving penalty called on 
Law School and another 15-yard 
pass put SAE inside the 5 yard line. 
Split end Kenny Solomon ran a 
reverse into the end zone, but the 
play was called back for an illegal 
block, The play ended the first half. 
Midw<ty in the second half, Law 
School capitalized on a pass in-
terference call that put the team 
inside the 20. Roach tossed a 10-
yard pass to Carl Bradford. A delay 
of game, and an incomplete pass 
ended the scoring threat. SAE 
countered with a 30-yard run by 
Solomon, but a 15-yard penalty 
made it a half-hearted attempt. 
SAE couldn't move the ball and 
regulation play was over. In sudden 
death, each team was allowed a set 
of downs to move the ball. SAE' s 
only gain was a 2-yard pass from 
Milt Barron to his halfback. 
This put Law School in a 
favorable position of needing two 
yards to win on penetrations. On 
the first play Law School got called 
for illegal procedure, a five-yard 
loss. Ross came back with a one-
yard run. Roach then tossed his 
desperation pass to Brack and. Law 
School won the championship on 
penetrations. 
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Crammond, Vlgil to Lead Wolfpack 
Women Harriers Face Arizona Saturday 
. By Ed Johnson first intercollegiate run as teams. The UNM Vigil, who hopes to "come in at least the beginning of the race. 
. It w!ll beth~ Wildcats and the Lobos run- team, which has more experience in cross- second," also said a win is important for the The course is spotted with hills, but San-~mg Side by Sid~ on a c~oss-country course country running, has been labeled as the team. "It'll kinda show where we are at. It'll doval has had the girls doing some hill work 
JUSt, west of Cibula High School, as the favorite with Karen Crammond and· Susie show our level of competence.'' and it should not be too much of a problem 
UNM women'~ cross country tea.m p~ts its Vigil expected to lead the way. Coach Tony Sandoval hopes the girls This race should provide the UNM en~urance agamst that of the Umvemty of Crammond said she will "use it as ex- "pace themselves," and said that one of the harriers with a good test for the upcoming 
Anzona at 10:30 ~.m. Saturd~y. . . . perienee ... and give me an insight as to what1 problems may be that they get too excited regiqnal competition in Boulder, Colo. Oct. 
Both squads wtll be partJc!patmg m their can do." and "go out a little too fast," especially in 23. 
When school's just begun and already you're 
4 chapters, 3 papers, 2 outlines and 1 project behind 
•· •• it's no time to get filled up. 
@ 1976 The Miller Browlng Co., Milwaukee, Wis. 
>• 
Lite Beer from Miller~ 
Everything you always wanted 
in a beer. And less. 
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CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISING 
Rules: 15 ccnls per wor~ 1>cr duy, one dollor 
minimum. Advertlsemcnls run five nr more con .. 
St!L'uflve dnys wllh no chunges, nint: cenas- per 
word per duy (no refunds If conccllcd before rive 
lnscrlions), Clu~~Jrled udvcrllscmcnls nuosl bt• 
puld In udvuncc, 
M11rron Hull Room l;ll or hy mulllo: Ciassllicd 
Advcrllslng, UNM llox 2(), AIIHifJUer!IUc, N.M. 
87131 . . 
.~ 1. PERSONALS 
<I.J JOIN US FOR a Qui~! conrinenlal breakfiiSt at the ~ Grinder Factory, Ill Cornell SE. Coffee 15Q, refills i3: adlme. 10/15 
z THE PLANETS ARE back at Ned's El Portal, 4200 
Central Avenue SE. 10/19 
N~ 
- HAPPY iliRTHDA Y BUFORD baby! Hugs and 
<I.J munches, Madge. 10/14 
~ GIUSEPPE-I'M STILL""'.:--th-ln_k_ln-g~aboul yo~r ;,;;;;;;~ 
P... for going om w/Mary. You will have to admit it was 
rather lame. We'lllnlk more about it at the Orindcr 
Faclory for lunch. I hear they have a new cheese-chill 
& pastrami pocket I hat is superde!ish. You can treat 
me to one. Maria 10/14 
Wl-io•s WHO-APPLICATIONS-available at 
Room 242 in the SUII. 10/14 
CHEAP PAPERBACKS 70¢ ·a~n-1-nc_h_l -ll-ar-ga-ln-new 
paperbacks 57¢! UNM llookstprc's sale starts 
Monday! 10/14 
FREEDRAWING f.ORil'iclZe~iock Footprint San-
dals 10-15-76. Come in to register now. Sec also our 
clothing from uround the world, and lOll% cotton 
underwear by Modern Globe. 10/14 
UNMSTUDE·NT-'DlRECTORIE:S nrc uvnllnblc to 
students with u valid UNM ID for 25¢ at the Student 
Information Center, New Mexico Union (SUil), 
J0/22 
-----------------------CONTACTS? CASEY OPTICAL Company, 255-
8736. tfn ________ ;_ __________ __ 
CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST IN n quiet atmos-
phere at the Grinder Facrory, ill Cornell SE, open at 
7:00a.m. 10/15 
r~~~,----------,--~-·--
NOT "lmALTH FOOD"-healthy foods. Break-
fast, lunch, & dinner at the Morning Glory Cafe 7 
a.m.-10 p.m. All nitc Friday & Saturday right behind 
the Triangle. 10/19 
2. LOST & FOUND 
FOUND: AT ZIMMEHMAN Librury set of 6 keys 
on unusual key rings, Describe and claim Room 131, 
Marron Hall. 10/20 
LOST: LADIES HELIIROS wntcl>, while gold, be-
tween Johnsoo1 and Carlisle Gyms. Reward. 268-
6221 after 5. 10/1~ 
LOST: GOLD WATCH, Majestlme. Reward for rc· 
turn. Writing on face "Love l'orcver Kathy." Call 
Charlie, morning~. 293-7331. I 0120 
~~- ~ ~ ~ ---o~ ~.-- -~'~"-~-o~-~~"~ 
LOST: WHITE TOMCAT in UNM area. Reward. 
Call268-4143, 10/19 
LOST: WED EVENING female Irish Setter 
w/brokcn tooth. She is Ill & needs medicallon. 242-
3998. 10/14 
LOST: BROWN LEATHER jacket in SUU base-
ment. Reward. Kathy 881·1753. 10/18 
FOUND: RINO in UNM pool. Call :!66-4219 eve· 
nin~s to identify. 10/18 
LOST: LAROE BLACK male puppy. Docked tall, 
floppy ears. Call 255-4982 or 218 Stanford SE. 
10/15 
3. SERVICES 
MASSAGE 9-6 298-471S Juan. to/27 
FAMOUS QUIV1RA DOOKSHOP and Photography 
Gallery is ~ block from Johnson Gym on Cornell, 
Special order service. tfn 
CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST IN a quiet atmos-
phere at the Grinder Factory, Ill Cornell SE, open 
at7:00 a.m. 10/IS 
'nAKERY CAFE DINNERS-vegetarian. Ni~htly 
specials 5:30-9:00. Friday night Coffee House 
w/music. !18 YaleSE. 10/18 
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS. Lowest 
prices in town! Fast, pleasing, near UNM. CaD 265-
2444orcometo 17170irardBivd. NE. tfn 
LSA T-MCA T EXAMS. Prepart now. Call Pro-
fessional Educators of New Mexico, Inc. IM2-
S200. tfn 
HARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR. 118 San Pedro 
SE, 265-0335. Color TV's, tape decks, stereo, ampli· 
flers, auto radios, Install burglar alarms, 10% dis· 
count for student wilh ID, Quick service. Used TV's 
forsale. 10/21 
EXPEHIENCED TYPIST. PAPERS, manuscripts, 
theses, disserlations. M!lria after 4 p.m. 296-4256, 
10120 
DANCE- ART SERIES. Exploring personal imag-
ery, Six weeks, starting 25 Oclober. Call 242-9452 
or242-5343. 10/15 
EXPeRIENCED TYPIST 60¢ per page, 843·6161. 
10/14 
GUlTAR LESSONS BY Doug Zinn, student of 
Hector Oarela's. $3.50/lcsson. Cheap! Call 247-
9410. 10/16 
JOIN US FOR a quiet continental breakfast at the 
Grinder Factory, Ill Cornell SE, Coffee 15¢, refills 
adime. 10/15 
MS. R.I. PRAGER, ll.A., M.A. Private Educational 
and Vocational Evaluations by appointment only, 
842-()472. 10/15 ' . . 
4. FOn.SALE 
CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST IN a quiet atmos-
phere at the Grinder Factory, I I I Cornell SE, open 
at 7:00a.m. 10/15 
RECORDS AND TAPES-good price, good selec-
tion, good people, L P Goodbuy, 3701 Central NE 
(across from Fat Humphrey's): tfn 
20 I'ORTAilLE T·V's, $30 to $60,441 Wyoming NE .. 
255-S9ll'l. I 011 8 
OWNER TRANSFERRED COLOR TV: llig Screen, 
color & tint control. Assume payments of $7 .. 00 per 
month, New warranty. 255-7535, 10/19 
DIVORCED-LEfT TOWN. Brand new 1977 
Kirby. New warranty. Take payments of $7.47 a 
month, 255-7535. 10/19 
1974 PLYMOUTH DUSTER 360-$2400; 1973 Ford 
Pinto Runabout-$2300; 1971 Chevrolet Station-
wagon·$1500; 1973 Pick-up-$2200. Parking lot 
vacuum cleaner & trailer-$1200, For further Infor-
mation contact Citizen's Bank of Albuquerque, 298-
8777. 10/19 
LEFT IN LAYAWAY-Singer Sewing Machine. Not 
claimed. Equipped rq buttonhole, zig·zag. Pay $19.00 
& take machine. 255-1535. 10/19 
------------------OORDON l.IGHTFOOT TICKETS (2) Row-IS. 
277-5Sol. 10/14 
----~-------~~:--:----· 
HAVE NEW KENWOOD & Sansui Jensen speakers. 
Would ~e~s-~_£or half price, 255-1534. 10119 
170CM HEAD YAHOO skis look-OT bindings used 
twice $160 flrm; men's Lange Phantom boots size 
I0$85;ski rack $20.268-4813. 10/19 
SEWING M-ACHINE: Repair, clean, oil & ndju;t-3 
day special. $6,75. 255-7534. 10/19 
STEREO AT WAREHOUSE prices, ull major 
brands. Knowledgeable salesmen, Kent. 268_-0333. 
10122 
~~~-~------~------HAND STITCH CO-OP personalized handmade 
clothing & crafts. New members welcome. 10-6 Mon. 
Sat. 2000 Central SE, 247-4498. 10/18 
---------1967 JEEP WAGONEER 4 WD. Good shape $1,025 
or offer. 281-9998. 10/14 
=:--:--::-:----:--:-
BICYCLES: WE HAVE the lightest weight for the 
money you can buy. Some on sale. R.C. Hallett's. 
843-9378. tfn 
-----------~~--~~ SPORTS CAR OWNERS! Pride Motors offers 
speedy, reliable service of all makes of sporls and 
touring imports. Tues.-Saturday. 8:30-5:30, 
256-1763. 10/16 • 
HAVE WAREHOUSE FULL of Jensen speakers, 
receivers, tuners, amplifiers, cassettes, 8-tracks, 
CB's & reel-to-reel tape recorders. Sony-Pionecr-
Marrantz-Kenwood & others. Freight damaged-
still,in boxes. 2SS·1SJS. 10/22 
JOIN US FOR a quiet continental breakfast at the 
Grinder Factory, l I I Cornell SE. Coffee 15¢, refills 
a dime. I 0/15 
1971 NOVA: 44,000, excellent condition, clean inside 
and out, A/C, vinyl top, AM/FM, new tires. Must 
sacrifice. Asking $2400 or best offer. 897-0461. 
10/15 
MARTIN GUITAR, STYLE 8-18 w/casc. Excellent 
condition. $500 or best offer, Call 266-9854, 2?.7-
6248. 10/20 
73 HONDA SOil 4-cyl well equipped, excellent con· 
dition. Headers, lois of chrome $1,000 or best offer. 
247-3S02after 6:00p.m. 10/20 
FORI< MOUNTING MOTORCYCLE farings: Plexi-
glass mlcroshield Sl5.00. Black w/gold pinstrlping, 
$60.00. 842-5899. 10/14 
FM S-track Craig Pioneer in good condition. Call 
Michael, 268-1823. 10/20 
BUG SPECIAL ~ VW AM·FM. Runs good $500. 
63 VW needs work or use for parts. Best offer after 
S p.m., 247-8907, Ill/IS 
HANDCRAFTED CLASSICAL, FLAMENCO, and 
"coustical guitars built to your specifications by 
German Luthier. Also, repair and reflnhhing of all 
stringed instruments. Minor adjustments while you 
wait. Cnli298-50S6, J 0120 
WINDJAMMER Ill FAIRING. Excellent condition. 
Q-H headlight $175 Bates Saddlebags, After 5 p.m. 
8~6-4009. 10/15 
BINOCULARS ZEISS Bx40 and Hurricane 6x2S, 
Call266-4770. 10/15 
1969 MUSTANG MACH 1: 351, 4-speed 4-barrel, 
new tires, tape deck. Very good condilion, 255-
9618,299-5018, 10/18 
10-SPEED EXCELLENT SHAPE. Absolutely 
equipped $85. 255-6568. 10/18 
CONCHO llEI.T $250. Cali 842-9046. 10/18 
5. FORRENT 
ATTRACTIVE ROOM N.E. heights. Full house 
privileges. 294-4257. 10/19 
APARTMENT: NEAR UNM (4 blocks), for one 
student, furnished, $125 per month. All utilities in-
cluded. No pets. 831-2080. 10/15 
6. EMPLOYMENT 
YnTJR SKILLS, EDUCATION, ENTHUSIASM 
pays big REWARDS in the Peace Corps. All majors 
urged to apply. Call277-2636 for an on-campus inter· 
·view or stop by our office, Ortega 229, Tuesday, 
Thursday, or Friday afternoon 3:30-5:00. 11/1 
PART-TIME WORK $400 monthly. Call 242-8152 
.after 3:00p.m. only. 10/14 
PART-TIME JOB. Graduate students only, Must 
be over 21 years old. Need two part-time employees 
for day war k. Also have positions for Friday and 
Saturday nights. Apply in person only, No phone 
calls please, Save Way Liquor Store, 5704 Lomas NE. 
10/22 
GRADUATE STUDENT OR studenl spouse. Part-
time work In mall room. i-7:30 p.m. Monday thru 
Friday. See John, Dataco, 1712 Lomas NE. No 
Calls! 10/14 
8. MISCELLANEOUS 
-JOIN US FOR a quiet continental breakfast at the 
Grinder Factory, Ill Cornell SE. Coffee 15¢, refills 
a dime. 10/1,5 
Ballroom Dance Club will meet at the SUB 
Ballroom at 7 p.m. all Friday evenings. All wdcome. 
The library requirements of information on charge 
•ards have been simplified to include brief author and 
title, exact call numbers and the latest address if you 
have recently moved. 
OSA needs one representative interested in the 
welfare or KUNM to the Student Radio Board for 
1976-77. Apply at Rm. 248, SUB. Other commillee 
positions arc still available .. 
The UNM Chapter of Phi Sigma Tau, the 
philosophy honor society, will open its Friday af. 
ternoon discussion sessions to the academic com 
munity at large. For further information, call 277-
2405. 
International Center Lecture Series presents Dr. 
John T. Zepper on the "Russian Educational 
System" Thurs., Oct. 14 at 3:30 p.m. in the In-
ternational Center, 1.808 Las l.nmn< Nl' · 
PAP Clinics to be held every Wednesday (rom 9 
a.m. to noon. Call UNM Student Health Center at 
277-3136. . 
Eyeglasses & 
Contact Lenses 
at reasonable cost 
Casey Optical Co. 
(Next door to C.ssy Rt~xal Drug/ 
Lomas at Washington 2fi5.832ll 
,--------------·-.. -·-·---·--·-·, 
I Healing Workshop 1 I with 1 
I Laura Birns t 
I Fri. Oct. 15: Introduction to color 7- 10 PM $7,00 I I Sat. Oct. 16: Color and herbs 10- 5 PM $12.00 I f Sun. Oct. 17: Herbs and the female system 10- 5 PM $12.00 1 
t . I All3 Classes: $25.00 Fri. and Sat. $15.00 II 
i GOLD KEY CENTER 
! 1112 Carlisle SE I I For details call Craig 265-6557 I 
~~.._,~~~~~~~~~.--...._...._.,~.._,....._u.-.,.._,..._,,._,,._,.,_,,._,. 
TODAY'S ·caOSSWDBD PUZZLE 
UNITED Feature Syndicate Tuesday's Puzzle Solved: 
ACROSS 
1 Ward oft 
6 Uttered 
frenziedly 
11 Water 
barrier 
14 Feminine 
name 
15 Cream of 
the crop 
16 Artificial 
language 
17 Puzzling 
19 Formal 
declaration 
20 Minnesota 
lake 
21 Cause to 
sting 
22 "-----Goes 
My Heart" 
4 1 Legal holds 
4 2 Capacity to 
understand 
43 Patron 
45 Ran out 
46 Where the 
Acropolis is 
48 Baking----
49 Fireplace 
fixture 
50 That which 
urges 
52 Horse color 
56 Mak·e public 
57 Former U.S. 
coin: 2 
words 
60Common 
ending 
61 Undo a knot 
62 Attorney--
A C I D L IO lA IF S R E P S 
C 0 N E E IN IL lA I I D E A 
H 0 T M u SMA R D v E s T 
SPOONS MEMENTO 
T I E R S .:;:L-t'E=+::T:+.-:-r::-r.:-~ 
p r N~~TRE e ~~" es I D E S A C A N A N A P 
E LA DE C 0 DE S I J¥:: 
T E R I N T R 0 5 T E W AS 5 E fN'T-D R 0 P PIE 8_2_ 
s E A S EIP I A ~C~H~A~S~S~IS ETCHER 
HOVE LICIEINTIATE 
U P 0 N E LIA T~E N I N E 
MINE DOTIEID GRAD 
another 
knot 
7 Came to 
rest 
8 Evil habit 
Campbell 
35 Subterfuge 
36 Sledge 
38 Pastry items 
39 Set apart 
411narow: 2 
24 Chest 63 Originally 
sound named 
9 Airline abbr. 
10 Triangular 
11 Acts of 
turning 
words 
42 Depressing 
44 Lease 26 Beca.me 64 Annoying 
ran c1d things aside 
12 Revere 27 Long narrow 65 Adolescent 
furrow period 13 Cut the lawn 
18 Skillful 30 Soils 
32 Broadway 
production 
33 Organ 
341nt. Rev. 
Serv. 
37 Bad day for 
Caesar 
38 -----
geometry 
39 Personifica-
tion 
40 Likewise not 
DOWN 23 Vandal 
25 Hall! 1 Of the 26 Reasonable 
U.S.A.. 27 Show 
Abbr. 
2 Windmill pleasure 
sail 28 Restyling 
3 British Isle 29 Excessive 
4 Harsh burden 
5 Pro___ 30 B1as 
Temporarily 31 S_ummer 
6 Make tmts 
33 Sm ger ----
45 Rich supply 
461n return 
47 Triple 
48 Merchan-
dising 
events 
50 Removes the 
interior 
51 Death n alice: 
Informal 
53 Stare at 
54 Astronaut 
----Bean 
55 TV program 
58 Undivided 
59 Have lunch 
New· Mexico 
Daily Lobo 
Want Ads say it 
in a Big WayU 
' . ' 
Classified Advertising Rates 
15¢ per word, $1.00 minimum charge 
!;; or more times-9<: per word 
Terms Cash in advance 
Marron Hall, Room 132 
Mail To 
U!\J!' .. '! Box 20, University of I'Jew l'w'lexico 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131 
-
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico DailY. Lobo 
times beginning _, under the heading (circle one): 1. 
Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale; 6. Employment; 
7. Miscellaneous. 
I 
Enclosed $ ...•. ·~-~ Placed by 
--
''lo1tf1nii!'Jl>l'!.,._•- ~-' .... 
........... 
---
